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ABSTRACT
A core value in recommender systems is personalization,
the idea that the recommendations produced are those that
match the user’s preferences. However, in many real-world
recommendation contexts, the concerns of additional stakeholders may come into play, such as the producers of items
or those of the system owner. Some researchers have examined special cases of such concerns, for example, in reciprocal recommendation. However, there has not been a comprehensive treatment of the integration of multiple stakeholders into recommendation calculations. The paper suggests a utility-based framework for representing stakeholder
values in recommendation actions and calculating a multidimensional utility. We demonstrate how a standard algorithm performs in a simulation of a multi-stakeholder recommendation task requiring on-line optimization, and show
that a simple greedy approach can lead to enhanced overall
utility with minimal loss of accuracy for users.
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•Information systems → Recommender systems; Retrieval effectiveness; •Computing methodologies →
Online learning settings;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key characteristics of recommender systems research is an emphasis on personalization. Recommender
systems are typically evaluated on their ability to provide
items that satisfy the needs and interests of the end user.

:

Researchers have also examined additional metrics (such as
diversity and novelty) that can be used to measure other
aspects of the suitability of recommendation results to the
target user, but it remains true that the end user as the
receiver of recommenders is, for the most part, the only
consideration.
Such focus on the end user is entirely appropriate. Users
would not flock to recommender systems if they believed
such systems were not providing items that matched their
interests. Still, it is also clear that, in many recommendation domains, the end user for whom recommendations are
generated is not the only stakeholder in the recommendation
outcome. Several pertinent examples can be given. Reciprocal recommendation is the term applied to a situation in
which a recommendation must be acceptable to both parties in a transaction. For example, in on-line dating, the
value of a recommendation of partner Y for user X may be
a function of both the acceptability of Y to X, and the acceptability of X to Y . Both parties must be interested in
order for a match to be successful [15].
The multi-stakeholder dynamic is also at work in on-line
advertising. The retrieval of a display ad in a real-time display advertising context depends not just on whether the
ad is of interest to the user but, because advertisers pay for
each impression, it also matters if the user is of interest to
the advertiser [22]. An ad campaign may have a specific target audience in mind and an acceptable ad retrieval is one
where the ad matches user interest and browsing context
and where the user is a member of the desired demographic.
For example, teenage boys may be very interested in exotic
Italian sports cars, but they are typically not purchasers of
them. An advertiser seeking potential buyers would probably not want to spend scarce dollars on such users.
The on-line advertising setting has the additional constraint in that a budget is involved. If the ad budget for a
given timeframe (typically a day or a month) is exhausted,
no additional ads can be delivered even if a highly desirable
customer arrives. There is therefore an opportunity cost associated with each ad placement, which is also a factor in
its desirability. [8]
We believe that, far from being special “edge cases” of recommendation, such examples illustrate a more general point
about recommendation, namely, that recommender systems
serve multiple goals and that a purely user-centered ap-

proach does not allow all such goals to enter into the design
and evaluation of recommendation algorithms where appropriate. We believe that our view of recommender system
evaluation should be broadened to include the perspectives
and utilities of multiple stakeholders.
A utility-oriented approach also has the advantage of allowing the evaluation of recommender system performance
to be based on a range of considerations, of which similarity
to prior ratings may be only one factor. Concerns about
the “filter bubble” that can be generated by a strict focus
on users’ prior ratings [13] can be directly addressed by incorporating additional types of utility into the recommendation algorithm. A news site, for example, might formulate
utility in terms of citizens’ need to see information about
important issues, in addition to their previously-expressed
preferences. A learning system may incorporate pedagogical aims into its recommendations of educational resources,
aiming, for example, to confront the student with a variety
of viewpoints.
In this paper, we derive a general formulation of the multistakeholder utility question and examine the implications
of this formulation in a specific recommendation problem.
We examine an on-line recommendation setting and demonstrate that a simple greedy optimization approach can yield
considerable utility gains. This is a simple demonstration
of the multi-stakeholder concept and its applicability. We
intend to explore its potential further in future work.

2.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

We account for multiple stakeholders by performing explicit,
if rough, estimation of the utilities of each party involved
in a recommendation transaction. For the purposes of this
paper, we assume an environment in which a user will periodically seek lists of recommendations from a system. There
is utility uv (i) for the user v associated with the inclusion
of item i in such a list. Note that there may, of course, be
differential utilities based on the rank of an item in the list.
We leave the consideration of the interaction of rank and
utility for future work. The utility of a given recommendation list
Pto the user is therefore the sum of these utilities
uv (L) = i∈L uv (i), where L is the set of items retrieved. If
the user visits the system multiple times, additional utility
is gained from each list. This is, of course, also a simplification since there may or may not be utility in receiving the
same recommendation more than once, depending on the
application and context.
We also are assuming a setting where each item has a
supplier or owner d, and there are many such suppliers. Each
supplier owns a set of items ω and gains utility from the
presence of an item i ∈ ω in the recommendation list. The
utility may be a function of how well matched the item is
for the receiver of the list, and is therefore a function of
v: ud (i, v). Therefore, the utility P
for an owner d of a given
recommendation list is ud (L, v) = i∈L ud (i, v)χd (i), where
χd (i) is the indicator function that returns 1 if item i is
owned by owner d and 0 otherwise. Each owner is a separate
stakeholder just like each user.
In addition, there is another party whose interests must
be represented and that is the system owner s. The system owner may have a complex utility calculation related
to recommendation presentation. For example, the system
owner may make more profit on some items than others. In
general, the utility will be a function of the item, the user

and the supplier: us (i, v, d).
The system delivers recommendation lists to users over
time and in doing so produces utility for all the stakeholders.
The full multi-stakeholder utility over any time period can
be represented as a tuple of the following form
Uf ull = huv1 , uv2 , ..., ud1 , ud2 , ..., us i

(1)

which has dimension |V | + |D| + 1 where V is the set of users
and D is the set of suppliers. With such a representation, it
is possible to compare the utility profiles of different recommendation algorithms, for example, looking at their Pareto
efficiency.
In this paper, we simplify this full utility calculation by
summarizing over each class of stakeholder, considering the
total utility delivered to all users, to all suppliers, and to
the system. We leave the consideration of the full high dimensional utility space for future work. Here we apply a
more tractable three-dimensional model of recommendation
utility:
U =h

X
v∈V

uv ,

X

ud , u s i

(2)

dinD

What should be clear from this exercise is that there are
dimensions of recommender system performance that cannot be captured by a strict focus on users, and that expanding our view beyond users as stakeholders will have practical
benefits. In practice, many businesses apply “business rules”
to the output for their recommender systems for a variety
of reasons: for example, to encourage users to try new products. A multi-stakeholder approach to recommendation invites such considerations into the overall system design and
evaluation, rather than relegating them to separate processing tasks.
Optimizing this utility directly requires very detailed knowledge of the user and supplier base, down to the shape of each
of these individual utility functions, knowing, for example,
the value of each item to each user. Any practical application of this idea requires making assumptions that enable us
to approximate these utilities. Below we discuss a particular
recommendation scenario and the utility functions implied
by it.

3.

RECOMMENDATION TASK

Consider a movie recommendation system through which
users choose pay-per-view streaming videos to watch. We
will assume that there is a fixed utility for the presentation
of movies that the user likes and no utility for options the
user does not like. (One could imagine more sophisticated
utility functions for users, of course.) For studios, each recommended movie is an opportunity to capture the user’s
streaming purchase. We will assume a fixed utility when
one of the studio’s movies is recommended to the user and
none otherwise. (Again, more sophisticated utility modeling
is possible.)
We make another assumption about the owner of the system. We assume that the streaming arrangements are exclusive: a movie is available only on one platform at a time,
and the platform inventory may change as different deals
are cut between the platform owner and studios. The owner
wishes to please all of the studios with movies in the catalog so that they are not tempted to take their movies to a

different platform. At the same time, the owner wishes to
keep the customers happy as well: a user getting poor recommendations may also shift their business elsewhere. One
could formulate this utility in different ways: for example,
calculating lifetime value for customers and studios and their
probability of flipping [6]. For our purposes, we will model
this as simply counting the total number of satisfied stakeholders: happy users are those that are shown high quality
movies (based on their interest), and happy suppliers are
those whose movies get recommended.
Let T be a set of tuples of the form hv, Li, where v is a
target user and L is the list delivered to that user during
a particular visit. T therefore represents the activity of the
recommender system over a time period.
The utility for a particular user v over the time period is
expressed by:
Uv (T ) =

X X

Gv (i)

(3)

(v,L)∈T i∈L

where Gv (i) is the gain for user v in getting i as a recommendation.
The utility for each supplier over the time period is expressed by:
Ud (T ) =

X X

Gd (i, v)χd (i)

(4)

(v,L)∈T i∈L

where Gd (i, v) is the gain value of item i for supplier d when
it is shown to user v and χd (i) is the indicator function for
ownership of i by supplier d.
The utility for the system owner depends on the two sets
of satisfied stakeholders for this time period: V + is the set of
users that have positive utility, V + = {v where Uv (T ) > 0};
And D+ is the set of suppliers with positive utility, D+ =
{d where Ud (T ) > 0}.
So, the total expected utility is represented by the tuple:
U =h

X

Uv (T ),

v∈V

X

Ud (T ), |V + | + |D+ |i

(5)

d∈D

What remains is to estimate the various utility functions
involved. In the MovieLens dataset, user ratings are represented as an integer scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the
best. For our purposes here, we will make the simplifying
assumption that a movie with rating 3 represents a ”breakeven” point with respect to utility. That is, a movie that
has rating less then or equal to 3 has zero utility for user.
Therefore, let ρ(v, i) be the rating of the user v for the item
i, the user gain Ga can be represented as follows:

Gv (i) =



1

if ρ(v, i) >3


0

otherwise

(6)

Simply, we set the user utility for movies that his predicted
rating is above a certain threshold (in this case it is 3) to 1
and otherwise we set the value to 0.
In this experiment we also suppose every supplier gains
a fixed value from showing their movies. Gv is therefore
constant. So, the supplier’s utility reduces to the indicator
function χ.

χd (i) =

4.



1

if i is produced by d


0

otherwise

(7)

COVERAGE-ORIENTED ALGORITHM

Collaborative recommendation algorithms are designed to
optimize solely for users as stakeholders. Therefore, we
would expect that they would have high values in the first
dimension of our three-dimensional utility vector, but it is
not clear that the other dimensions will be optimized. For
example, the popularity bias in collaborative recommendation is well-known [2, 14]. A recommender with a strong
popularity bias might concentrate recommendations on just
a few suppliers resulting in low utilities for many suppliers
and for the system owner.
As a simple example of the kind of algorithm that a utilitytheoretic analysis suggests, we propose here a coverage-oriented algorithm that attempts to counter popularity bias,
but does so at the supplier level. For a given set of recommendation lists, this reduces to a combinatorial joint optimization of user and supplier utility. However, the standard
test / training evaluation scenario is not a good match to
the application of such a metric in a live system. In a live
system, the system is in the position of compensating at the
present time for biases that occurred in prior recommendations. The system does not have the luxury of going back
in time to change what recommendation lists were delivered
to users in the past. What is called for in a live recommendation setting is an on-line algorithm that tries to achieve
balance across suppliers over time [1].
Our proposed algorithm is a filtering mechanism applied
to the recommendation lists returned by the recommender
system. We create a hash map h keyed by the studio names
containing as values the number of times a studio’s movies
have been shown so far. After a time period is complete,
we update this map so that a running total is maintained in
each entry h(d).
During each time period, we use the historical coverage
information stored in h as follows. First, we generate a recommendation list for the user of size K where K is larger
than our desired recommendation size n. (In the experiments below, it is 5n. So, n is 10 and K is 50). From this
list, we remove all items with predicted rating less than or
equal to 3. Then, we divide the recommendations into two
lists, seen and unseen: the seen list consists of the items from
studios where h(d) > 0, and the unseen list has the items
from studios where h(d) = 0. We fill the recommendation
list with items from the unseen list first. If there are fewer
than n items on the unseen list, then the top items from the
seen list are added until it reaches size n.

5.

EVALUATION

The coverage-oriented algorithm above is designed to improve supplier coverage and owner utility over time by compensating for past popularity bias through reordering new
recommendations. As this algorithm can only be evaluated
in a time-sensitive way [3, 10], we evaluate the utility of a
given recommendation algorithm given a history of rating
data as follows.
1. Divide the data into k epochs by time (for example,

months).
2. For each epoch j, train the recommender on the preceding j − 1 epochs.
3. Collect all of the tuples hv, i, ri (user, item and rating)
for a given target user v in the data for epoch j. We
will count this as a visit for testing purposes.
4. Use the recommender to compute a recommendation
list of size n for user v.
5. Compute the utility for the list by treating the user’s
actual ratings from the test data as our ρ values.1
6. After iterating through all users, the utility vector for
the epoch is calculated and can be added to the running total.
7. At the end of all epochs, we can produce the total
utility vector for the system.

6.

EXPERIMENTS

The dataset we use in our experiments is the well-known
Movielens 1M rating database that contains 1,000,209 anonymous ratings of approximately 3,900 movies made by 6,040
MovieLens users who joined MovieLens in 2000 [7]. Following the procedure described in [3], we use the rating time
stamps to split the data into 30 day epochs, starting at January 1, 2000 and ending at December 26, 2000: twelve 30day epochs. The ratings in the data extend beyond this
date and these ratings – approximately 6% of the total – are
discarded and not used in our evaluation. We gathered the
name of the studio releasing each movie from IMDb.
We use Apache Mahout as our recommender system implementation, modified by the inclusion of our utility metric
and our coverage-oriented re-ranking scheme. For this preliminary work, we are using only user-based collaborative
filtering with and without coverage-based re-ranking. For
our experiments, we compute the utility assuming a recommendation list of size 10 and report utility at each epoch.
We also compute precision at 10 and report the average over
all active users for each epoch.
Table 1: Comparison of utility values for the users, suppliers and the system between the baseline algorithm and the
greedy re-ranking approach
Algorithm
Users suppliers System
Baseline
1200
7473
6427
Re-ranking
1155
8053
6765
Total Gain (Loss)
(45)
580
338
% Gain (Loss) (3.8%)
7.8%
5.3%
The table above summarizes the results for the experiment.
We are not making any claim to the comparability of utilities across the three different dimensions, so the columns
should be considered independently. There is a small utility
loss for users and greater gains for the other stakeholders.
The re-ranking algorithm was able to increase the item coverage (the number of different movies recommended) within
1
As typical in this type of evaluation, we will ignore retrieved
movies that are unrated because their utility is unknown.
One could also imagine supplying an estimated average utility in such cases.

the 11 epochs by about 15% from 1400 to 1605. It substantially increased the number of different studios represented
among the recommendations by 37% from 545 to 746, working as designed to achieve a more equitable distribution of
recommendations across studios.
Figure 1a shows the utility gain, the added utility for each
group of stakeholders using the greedy algorithm over the
baseline collaborative one. As might be expected with an
algorithm focused on better studio coverage, the owners’
collective utility is increased the most. The largest gain
appears in the first epoch, where there is the largest number
of unseen studios and then peaks again in the eighth epoch
in tandem with precision shown below. The gain tapers to
the end of the evaluation period because at this point there
are few unseen studios and both algorithms return the same
results. Figure 1b represents the same data in cumulative
form.
The loss of user utility is a function of the small decrease
in precision as shown in Figure 2. The left side of the figure shows the precision for each algorithm and the right side
shows the differences at each epoch. The large loss in Epoch
2 corresponds exactly with the large increase in owner utility
at the same period. In this epoch, the re-ranking algorithm
is ignoring all of the studios with movies recommended in
the first epoch; knowing the popularity bias of collaborative filtering, these are probably the most popular movies,
which often come from larger studios with large movie inventories. These studios are filtered out, leaving less wellknown movies to be shown in Epoch 2. A more sophisticated
re-ranking scheme could take average rating and size of inventory into account when integrating the seen and unseen
lists. The precision peak in month 8 may be due to a change
in the characteristics of the users entering the system that
this time, or it may be due to the benefits of larger training
corpus. Note also that there are three epochs where the precision of the re-ranking algorithm exceeds the baseline by a
small amount.

7.

RELATED WORK

The concept of multiple stakeholders in recommender systems is suggested in a number of prior research works. As
discussed above, researchers on reciprocal recommendation
have looked at bi-lateral considerations to ensure that a recommendation is acceptable to both parties in the transaction
[20].Similar ideas have appeared in work on group recommender systems where the goal is to find recommendation(s)
that can maximize the utility of every stakeholder, which in
this case are users in the group [12].
There is also some research that apply multiple constraints
to recommendation generation such as [5]. Constraints can
be understood as encoding utilities; however, this work does
not take a multi-stakeholder approach. A more explicit
utility-theoretic approach is taken by [17] in which a user’s
job seeking propensity is combined with their fit for a job
description in ranking recruitment candidates in LinkedIn.
This paper found that the combined utility approach yielded
higher engagement rates than similarity alone.
There is a substantial literature in real-time targeted advertising in which advertisers’ expected revenue and / or
available budget are incorporated into the decision to deliver personalized advertising to a user. See [21] for a survey
of some of this work. The BALANCE algorithm is designed
to achieve balanced budget draw-down in an online advertis-
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ing setting [9], and served as an inspiration for the coverageoriented algorithm above.
Our approach is novel in that we explicitly represent the
different stakeholders in the recommendation process and
formalize their utilities. Our approach is sufficiently general that a wide variety of recommendation scenarios can
be represented including reciprocal recommendation, budget management, and others.
There is a large body of recent work in recommender systems on incorporating diversity, novelty and other metrics
into recommendation generation and evaluation. See, for example, [18, 23, 4, 19]. In a sense, all of these efforts can be
understood as attempts to extend the notion of the utility
of a recommendation (or a recommenation list) beyond simple rating prediction. Although we do not do so here, our
model also provides a framework in which such considerations can be explicitly represented as utilities and accounted
for in evaluation.
Similarly, multiple utilities may be in play when users’ shortterm preferences and their long-term well-being may have
different associated utility functions. For example, lifestyle
recommenders have been developed to encourage users to
engage in healthful activities [11, 16]. In such systems, it is
important not to recommend items that are too distant from
the user’s preferences – even if they would maximize health.
The goal to be persuasive requires that the user’s immediate
context and preferences be honored. Athough these lifestyle
recommenders, to date, have not taken a utility-oriented
approach they can be understood in these terms.

8.

CONCLUSION

There is increasing dissatisfaction with one-dimensional,
accuracy-oriented, evaluation of recommender systems.
In addition, real-world recommendation applications frequently require that recommender systems be sensitive to
business needs and context. A utility-oriented approach allows us to represent the such concerns explicitly and make
clear our modeling assumptions about the relative benefits of different aspects of recommender systems. A multistakeholder approach highlights the multiple actors involved
in a given recommender system configuration and to allows
the concerns of each to be represented and accounted for in
evaluation and design.
This paper represents a preliminary examination of some
of the consequences of this approach. Many simplifying
assumptions have been required to formulate and conduct
these experiments. However, we have shown that it is possible to make simple modifications to recommendation algorithms (in our case, coverage-oriented re-ranking) and yield
utility improvements for suppliers and system owners, with
minor losses in precision for users.

9.
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